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ABSTRACT

The anticipated shift of the advertising industry away from third-party cookies has been marketed as ‘privacy friendly.’ New cookie-less tracking technologies are being proposed, but the consumer privacy implications of those technologies are far from clear. To what extent ad-networks are going to change their practices, and no longer rely on cross-site consumer surveillance or historically rich consumer profiles for advertising purposes? Can the new tracking technologies become GDPR-compliant, given the significant compliance pushback against cookie-based advertising mechanisms?

Our study seeks to evaluate the potential privacy harms of cookie-less advertising ID solutions by (1) building novel typology of tracking specifications to assess the privacy impacts of tracking technologies; (2) deductively analyzing cookie-based tracking mechanisms by collecting novel data on persistent user identification across 50 popular websites that work with all four main supply side platforms (SSPs) - Pubmatic, OpenX, AppNexus, and Rubicon; and (3) contrasting those findings with deductive analysis of data collected from technical industry documentation on the three main cookie-less ID architectures - The Trade Desk Unified ID 2.0, LiveRamp ID, and Secure Web Addressability Network (SWAN).

We find how the new tracking architectures can make consumer surveillance in the Web dynamically wider, more persistent over time, and extra vulnerable to integration of first- and third-party data by advertisers. This could lead to the circumvention of consumer targeting restrictions posed by the main advertising platforms, in case advertisers choose to bid on ads based on sensitive profile categories. In contrast to existing criticism on cookie-less tracking solutions that mostly focuses on deficiencies in consent mechanisms or the lack of a governing body for the new solutions, our study underscores the structural impact of ad networks on the potential privacy harms caused by the proposed tracking mechanisms. Structures and processes of ad networks might lead to potentially longer, wider, and richer consumer surveillance, compared to cookie-based tracking mechanisms. Our findings also question the ability of suggested tracking architectures to become GDPR compliant. Despite civil society pushback against the current cookie-based tracking ecosystem and the marketing of new tracking solutions as ‘privacy-preserving-adsvertisement,’ we show how these technologies enable granular tracking and targeting of consumers. ‘Singling out’ individuals might become easier for advertisers, given the historically rich consumer profiles that advertisers are now incentivized to build. In contrast to existing debates about Universal ID solutions and GDPR compliance, that mostly focus on the lack of data controller and data processor roles in the proposed architectures, we are stressing the extent of profiling and targeting that the new solutions allow and the way they violate key GDPR principles such as article 9 and recital 26.

Our empirical findings not only challenge the assumption that excluding third-party cookies would decrease consumer surveillance, but also show the potential for consumer surveillance to expand, seriously questioning the ability of those solutions to comply with the GDPR. A shift in one tracking instrument, as central as that instrument might be, cannot bridge the inherent gaps in consumer privacy caused by the structures & incentives of the online advertising market.
1 - Introduction

Ad-based monetization mechanisms of Web content are about to move away from their main tracking instrument – third-party cookies (Binns, 2022; Choi et al., 2020; O’Reilly, 2020). Arguably a major win for privacy advocates, this would theoretically disable cross-site surveillance, enhancing consumers’ privacy online. New ‘cookie-less ID Solutions’ are extensively discussed by ad industry stakeholders, who frame them as ‘Privacy Preserving Advertisement’ (PPA) initiatives (Thomson & Rescorla, 2021). The privacy and compliance implications of those prospective ID solutions, however, are still unclear. Are these new ‘Universal ID Solutions’ really ‘privacy-friendly’ as marketed by the industry? To what extent Ad Networks are going to change their practices and no longer rely on cross-site consumer surveillance for marketing purposes? Does it really prevent individuals from being ‘singled-out’ by future online ad solutions as clearly stressed by the GDPR?

To better understand the future of Web tracking and privacy compliance, we compare the three main cookie-less tracking architectures - The Trade Desk Unified ID 2.0, LiveRamp RampID, and Secure Web Addressability Network (SWAN) - to current cookie-based tracking mechanisms in 50 popular websites working with all four main supply-side-platform (SSP) networks - Pubmatic, OpenX, AppNexus, and Rubicon. Our comparison is based on deductive tracking analyses according to our suggested typology of tracking specifications for assessing the privacy implications of tracking technologies.

We first introduce a novel typology of tracking specifications, based on five different categories, to assess the privacy harms associated with tracking technologies. Through this typology we aim to systematically measure and reveal to what extent cookie-less tracking mechanisms differ from one another and from current cookie-based tracking with regards to privacy harms. Second, to capture current cookie-based tracking practices, we collect data from 50 popular websites that work with the four main SSPs in the industry. We investigate the extent to which those actors persistently identify users across sites based on their unique ID cookie. Those SSPs are in a position to link user identities across browsing experiences and conduct cross-site consumer surveillance. We scrape the ads.txt files in the root domains of top million popular websites (based on the tranco rank) to construct publisher networks grouped around the same SSP. To reduce false positives, we inspect the HTMLs of 50 popular websites in each SSP network to verify that those websites practically work with that SSP. Then, we trace the usage of ID cookies within and across the four SSP networks. We investigate the construction of user identities by SSPs and trace persistent identification of individuals across websites. Through various web crawlers, we collect data about tracking cookies installed via HTTP Headers, URL Parameters, and browsers’ local storages. We couple that with technical documentation from the ad industry to further
understand the privacy implications of cookie-based tracking. Third, we contrast our analysis of cookie-based tracking with the persistent user identification enabled by suggested cookie-less solutions. We rely on journalistic reports and technical industry documents, considering the three most dominant cookie-less tracking solutions discussed by the industry, and deductively evaluating them based on our tracking typology.

Our findings reveal how the new tracking architectures can make consumer surveillance in the Web (1) Dynamically wider, linking user identities across, not only within SSP networks; (2) More persistent over time by relying on deterministic identification data such as PIIs; and (3) Vulnerable to the integration of first- and third-party data for consumer profiling by Incentivizing advertisers to link their user data with purchased data. This could allow advertisers to secretly bid on sensitive user categories, potentially circumventing targeting restrictions of the main advertising platforms.

In contrast to existing criticism on cookie-less tracking solutions that mostly focus on deficiencies in consent mechanisms or the lack of a governing body, our study underscores the structural impact of ad networks on the potential privacy harms by the proposed tracking mechanisms. Structures and processes of ad networks lead to potentially longer, wider, and richer consumer surveillance, compared to cookie-based tracking. Our findings also question the ability of suggested tracking architectures to become GDPR compliant. Despite civil society pushback against the current cookie-based tracking ecosystem (Lomas, 2021) and the marketing of new tracking solutions as ‘privacy-preserving-advertisement’ (Thomson & Rescorla, 2021), we show how these technologies enable granular tracking and targeting of consumers. ‘Singling out’ individuals might become easier for advertisers, given the historically rich consumer profiles that advertisers are incentivized to build. In contrast to existing debates about Universal ID solutions and GDPR compliance, that mostly focus on the lack of data controller and data processor roles in the proposed architectures (Schiff, 2021e; Schiff; 2022a), or the role of cookies in the suggested solutions (Asim, 2021; Asim, 2022), we are stressing the extent of profiling and targeting that the new solutions allow and the way they violate key GDPR principles such as article 9 and recital 26.

Those findings highlight how online tracking has become a deeply entrenched norm, with a shift in one tracking instrument – third-party cookies – unable to fundamentally change the behavior and user-profiling appetite of ad industry actors. Websites will still heavily rely on third-party request networks for ad delivery (Gopal et al., 2022), and the structure of ad networks is expected to stay the same, with all third-parties involved having an interest in building their own database about individuals to augment their ad bidding and delivery decisions (Martin, 2022). We ultimately argue that progress toward limiting persistent consumer identification in the digital advertising industry has not been made. Cross-site surveillance is here to stay, with the structure of ad networks and the extent of persistent user identification determining the levels of users’ online privacy and the ability of the ad industry to meaningfully comply with the law.

To evaluate the privacy implications of future tracking technologies, the next section highlights existing gaps in analyzing future tracking solutions and the importance of considering the privacy impacts of the structural components and processes of ad networks. Then, we develop five tracking specifications for evaluating the privacy harms of tracking technologies. In Section 3.1
we present our data collection & analysis for current cookie-based tracking. In Section 3.2, we analyze the privacy impacts of cookie-less tracking solutions. Section 3.3 summarizes the comparison of cookie-based and cookie-less tracking technologies. Section 4 discusses the implications of our findings and Section 5 concludes, detailing study limitations and future questions.

2 - Ad Networks (lack of) Privacy Compliance

Consumer privacy is gaining momentum. Revelations on how platforms use consumers’ data (Mac & Kang, 2021), the unprecedented wave of federal and state privacy bills (Lively, 2022), and the on-going questioning on GDPR compliance by the advertising industry (Lomas, 2021) created pressure on browser owners to declare their end of support in the muchly criticized third-party cookies (Shein, 2021). The anticipated shift in the main tracking instrument for targeted Ads, a market projected to grow to $525B by 2024 (Edelman, 2020), led to a burst of alternative user ID solutions (Asim, 2021), marketed by the industry as ‘privacy friendly.’

Existing criticism on cookie-less tracking solutions mostly focus on deficiencies in consent mechanisms (Kaye, 2021a) or the lack of a governing body (UnifiedID2, 2022). A recent report from Mozilla surfaces more specific privacy concerns, identifying how new tracking solutions provide no mechanism to prevent access to users’ data (Thomson & Rescorla, 2021). Still, discussion of these cookie-less tracking proposals and their privacy implications have not placed enough emphasis on the intermediary role that advertising technology networks will play in continuing to stitch together persistent consumer identification (Asim, 2021; Asim, 2022). In contrast, we argue that the structural impact of ad networks on the potential privacy harms of new tracking technologies should be carefully analyzed.

Discussion over the ability of suggested tracking technologies to become GDPR compliant is also limited, mostly focusing on the lack of data controller and data processor roles in the proposed architectures (Schiff, 2021e; Schiff, 2022a), or the role of cookies in the suggested solutions (Asim, 2021; Asim, 2022). But at the center of those solutions, we argue, are the profiling and targeting capabilities enabled for ad-network actors. Those capabilities should be assessed in light of GDPR’s principles regarding data subjects’ control over their data, the processing of sensitive data, and the ability of data controllers to ‘single out’ individuals.

Thus, the structural components and processes of ad network actors should be at the center of consumer tracking and targeting evaluations. Surprisingly, those ad-networks, which facilitate almost half of Web monetization mechanisms (Choi et al., 2020), have received very little empirical attention from the Information Systems (IS) literature. Most works on privacy, including works related to online advertising, are very specific to users’ privacy concerns and consumer choices (Aguirre et al., 2015; Dinev, 2014; Dinev et al., 2013; Dinev & Hart, 2006; Goldfarb & Tucker, 2011, 2015; Hui et al., 2007; T. Li & Unger, 2012; Y. Li, 2011, 2012; Malhotra et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2011). Less is known about the privacy threats that consumers experience online and how they challenge industry compliance. Simply put, the ‘so what’ story about Web privacy remains empirically under-discussed by the IS literature and this study aims to fill some of the gap.
Specifically, the shift in the use of third-party cookies as an evasive tracking instrument by ad-based Web monetization mechanisms (Jones, 2020; Lavin, 2006) was not critically analyzed. We aim to shed light on potential user tracking and targeting in a cookie-less world, questioning the ability of post-cookie solutions to comply with privacy law. We intend to highlight the operations of Ad Networks, which represent a chain of third-party actors that monitor consumers’ behavior online and follow consumers across multiple websites for marketing purposes (D’Annunzio & Russo, 2020). While publishers collect information about their own visitors, it is the ad network that collects the most information to track and target consumers across the Web (Bashir et al., 2016). Those Ad Networks affect market outcomes, but research remains sparse regarding the implications of network actors’ decisions (Choi et al., 2020).

To fill those gaps and understand the structural impacts of ad networks on consumers’ privacy, we deductively analyze cookie-based and cookie-less tracking mechanisms based on a novel tracking typology below, that enables us to understand the privacy impacts of tracking technologies.

3 - Tracing Web Tracking

Following Binns (2022), we use a working definition of tracking provided by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C)’s tracking protection group according to which ‘tracking is the collection of data regarding a particular user’s activity across multiple distinct contexts, and the retention, use, or sharing of data derived from that activity outside the context in which it occurred’ (W3C Working Group, 2019). According to this definition, not every data collection is considered ‘tracking.’ As long as data collected within one context stays in the same spatial and temporal context, we should not consider such data collection as ‘tracking.’ However, when a party somehow collates different data points about the individual from different data sources and/or time stamps, this should count as tracking (Binns, 2022).

The specifications of tracking vary considerably. Tracking can take place via various user identification instruments - cookies (Jones, 2020), fingerprinting (Englehardt & Narayanan, 2016), favicons (Solomos et al., 2021), personally identifiable information (PII), and etc. Tracking can be conducted by different parties (public or private) who can gain visibility on data subjects across different contexts, in different time stamps, and for different purposes - marketing, law enforcement, national security, user engagement, public health, etc. There are ample opportunities and vectors for consumers to be tracked, especially when tracking actors own various services with which consumers directly engage - from search engines and platforms to mobile software, hardware, websites, and for our purposes in this paper, ad network functions.

We focus specifically on tracking as an opaque commercial practice for online consumers on the Web, emerged through symbiotic relationships between websites and third parties (Gopal et al., 2022), and facilitated through automated data capture, making ‘passive’ commercial surveillance almost inevitable for individuals on the Web.
To evaluate and assess the extent of tracking, we develop a framework for tracking specifications that details what we view as the most important criteria for measuring the impact of tracking technologies on consumers’ privacy. We suggest the following five tracking specifications:

[1] **User Identification Instrument**: How can individuals be identified? What is the tracking instrument through which trackers assign user IDs and potentially follow users and collate data points for profiling purposes (i.e. cookies, tokens, fingerprints, favicons).

[2] **Cross-context User Visibility**: Which companies can persistently identify consumers across sites? We are interested to understand who are the ad network actors that can identify and ‘enjoy’ visibility over consumers across the Web (i.e., SSPs, DSPs, advertisers, publishers, Ad Exchanges).

[3] **Longitudinal Tracking**: Does the tracking technology enable consumers to be tracked over time?

[4] **Circumvention of Targeting Restrictions**: Does the tracking mechanism enable/incentivize advertisers to build rich first-party consumer profiles and hiddenly escape targeting restrictions by advertising platforms?

[5] **User Data Sources**: Can we limit participating data actors for profiling purposes? What are the possible sources for data collation? Which data points about the user can be gathered and used for targeting purposes? (i.e. current browsing behavior, past browsing behavior, offline data from digital footprints, first party data, third party data).

Through a deductive analysis based on the tracking specifications above, sections 3.1 & 3.2 evaluate cookie-based and cookie-less tracking mechanisms. Section 3.3 compares the mechanisms, revealing how cookie-less tracking alternatives are likely to enable greater consumer surveillance than current, cookie-based, tracking practices.

### 3.1. Cookie-based Tracking

In order to contrast future cookie-less tracking mechanisms with current cookie-based tracking by ad networks, we first aim to reach a comprehensive understanding of current tracking practices. To do so, we rely on browser-side observations and study the ability of ad networks to persistently identify and potentially track users across websites.

To assess the usage of persistent identifiers within and across SSP networks, we assembled a list of publisher sites that work with all four main SSP networks in the advertising industry. The four SSPs selected were based on the authors’ familiarity with the networks’ prominent position in the digital advertising industry. We developed two different selection criteria to assemble a final list of publisher sites. For the first selection criteria, inclusion of a publisher was based on the publisher site listing the SSP in their ‘ads.txt’ file. With this criterion met, we then ranked sites based on the ‘Tranco’ popularity index (Tranco, n.d.). Our initial assembled list of the top 100 popular websites that list all four main SSPs in their ads.txt file was crawled by visiting their landing pages (and not inner-site pages) per site. Analyzing the initial results, we saw that
certain publishers did not register cookies from all four SSPs. While ads.txt indicate which partners are eligible to sell a publisher's ad inventory, based on the instances observed in crawling 100 sites we assume that just because a partner is listed does not mean that the publisher is currently working with the partner. In the second selection criteria, inclusion of a publisher was based on manually checking in the Chrome browser Developer Tools - Cookies Storage table, that a cookie from each of 4 SSPs registered in at least 1 of 10 refreshes of the landing page. We were able to develop a list of 50 sites from checking sites in the ‘Tranco’ popularity index that list all four SSPs in their ads.txt file (see appendix #1). From this manual check that indicated that a cookie does not always register when a landing page is loaded, we decided to crawl the 50 sites 10 separate times and average the results. In the 10 separate crawls, we again visited only the publisher landing pages.

To evaluate the usage of persistent user identifiers by trackers among the four SSP networks we traced stateful tracking via HTTP cookies, as they are still the most dominant technique to identify online users across websites (Roesner et al., 2012; Fouad et al., 2020). To collect tracking information (i.e HTTP cookies, JavaScript Operations, and HTTP headers) of each publisher site we used an open source-based automated web crawler – OpenWPM - that simulates real users’ activity and records website responses, metadata, cookies used, and scripts executed (Englehardt and Narayanan, 2016). We performed 10 individual stateful crawls and set the crawl to use only one browser instance. We did not set the “Do Not Track” setting in the configuration to allow for persistent identification and configured the simulated browser to accept all 3rd-party cookies. We also used the “bot detection mitigation” to scroll randomly up and down visited pages. We set sleep time between publisher sites to five seconds, and timeout between websites to 100 seconds. The 10 crawls were run on a local machine on September 20th & 21st, 2022, and data were recorded in a SQLite database.

Within the SQLite database file created by the crawl, the ‘http_requests’, ‘javascript’, and ‘javascript_cookies’ tables were analyzed. SSPs were recognized based on the ‘host’ field and filtered based on rows containing the SSP network name. Publisher site was established based on the ‘top_level_url’ field. The persistent identifier was recognized based on a concatenation of the cookie name and cookie value fields. For the crawl of publisher sites, stateful tracking was enabled and we traced the cookie storage of our browser to analyze how the same cookie IDs were used across websites within and across SSP networks. We refer to the SSPs that use the same cookie ID value in two or more publisher sites as ‘persistent identifiers,’ as they are identically identifying the user across the sites they work with. We identified SSP ID cookies based on the syntax included in each company’s privacy policy (See Table 1 below) (Magnite, 2021a; OpenX, 2022; Pubmatic, 2020; Xandr, 2022).
Table 1: ID Cookie Names Used for Tracing Persistent Identification of Users Per SSP Network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SSP Network</th>
<th>ID Cookie Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pubmatic</td>
<td>KADUSERCOOKIE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenX</td>
<td>i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AppNexus</td>
<td>uuid2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubicon</td>
<td>khaos</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our data analysis, we wanted to first observe whether certain SSPs persistently identify users across publisher sites within their networks. We observed that SSPs utilized a persistent identifier in 77.6-90% of sites (See Table 2 below). At the same time, we acknowledge that the persistent identification of users is happening on the server-side as well (e.g., Acar et al., 2014), in ways that are more challenging for researchers to detect. Hence, we expect our results to be considered as a lower bound on the amount of persistence identification of users by SSPs across the crawled websites. A full visualization of persistent identification patterns within SSP networks, by site, can be found in appendix #2.

Table 2: Amount of Persistent Identification Across Websites Per Crawled SSP Network

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SSP Network</th>
<th>Average percentage of websites across which our browser was persistently identified</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pubmatic</td>
<td>86.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenX</td>
<td>77.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AppNexus</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rubicon</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second, we wanted to see the overlap of persistent identifiers across SSPs. Can we spot the same ID cookie value by two or more SSPs, hinting that those SSPs are dynamically identifying individuals in the same way to potentially link user data across the sites they work with? Interestingly, from our browser-side observations, we saw how in all cases, despite one instance recurring across all 10 individual stateless crawls we could not fully explain (see appendix #3), persistent identification across SSP networks was non-existent. We could not trace the same cookie ID or any cookie value being dropped on our browser by two different SSPs. We acknowledge that cookie-syncing between SSPs might happen on the server-side, away from our crawler, but competition considerations between those actors make it unlikely. Advertisers choose to work with multiple SSPs to bid on users and base the selection of SSP partners primarily on ability to reach different audience sizes by publisher unique monthly visitors and delivery of accurate inventory performance (Sluis, 2018; Vargas, 2022a). These considerations related to
expanding the addressable audience and differentiation in services offered by SSPs demonstrate clear competition between SSPs that would disincentivize cookie sharing.

In summary, going back to our tracking specifications, we observed how users can be identified via third-party cookies placed by supply-side networks (SSPs) on publisher sites. This provides SSPs with cross-context visibility when using ID cookies to persistently identify and potentially track individuals across the websites they are embedded in. Still, our data show that SSP-based identification of users remains within the network of publisher sites per SSP, and not crossing SSP networks. The observed tracking method also enables tracking over time, as long as consumers can be identified or linked to the same cookie.

Going beyond our data collection and relying on our review of the industry’s publications and technical documents, third-party cookies also enable advertisers to learn about users’ browsing history and past behavior for bidding on publishers’ ad inventory across sites. Importantly, cookies can be linked to other data sources, allowing advertisers to pair their data with cookies, beyond what passive surveillance of browsing behavior can provide, potentially circumventing targeting restrictions by advertising platforms. Advertisers are able to match third-party cookie identifiers to data purchased from data brokers to target users based on potentially sensitive assembled categories (Experian, n.d.; Sherman, 2021). In terms of user data sources, minimal limitations are currently in place. Even though we have not directly measured potential participants in user tracking, previous studies showed how a range of ad networks actors, online and offline, can contribute to profiling consumers for marketing purposes (Choi et al., 2020; Wei et al., 2020).

3.2. Cookie-less tracking

Following Google’s announcement in 2020 that the company would no longer support third-party cookies within its digital advertising products, first-party data collection from publisher sites began to arise as the digital advertising consensus to preserve some of the functionality provided by third-party cookies to tracking and targeting in the programmatic bidding process (Schuh, 2020; Southern, 2020). Publishers began to better organize and intensify user identification in first-party held data through means such as subscriptions, non-paying subscriber registration, and newsletters sign-ups (Asim, 2021). While first-party user data segments have used targeting categories constructed from demographic and on-site behavioral data to provide users with relevant advertisements directly on individual publisher websites, advertisers are still interested in capturing information about user behavior across the web that resembles tracking from cookie-based persistent identification patterns. As the preservation of precision in targeting relevant audiences that occurs from being able to follow behavior across sites is still a top priority for advertisers, SSPs were initially thought to potentially be a coordinating body that could aggregate first-party data across publisher sites so that advertisers could still have access to relevant audiences across publisher sites (Joseph, 2021). However, alternative solutions, labeled under the umbrella terms ‘Universal IDs’ and ‘Alternative IDs,’ have started to proliferate that work across multiple SSPs networks, enabling the identification of individual users more persistently than current, SSP-partitioned identification.
In order to compare proposals to existing cookie-based solutions, we have selected what we consider to be the three primary alternative identifier solutions - ‘The Trade Desk Unified ID 2.0 (UID 2.0), ‘LiveRamp RampID,’ and ‘Secure Web Addressability Network (SWAN).’ Our selection was informed by our reading of trade publications covering the digital advertising industry and the frequency of reporting on specific solutions. We have incorporated the reporting into the data we have collected along with messaging and technical documentation that the authors of the different solutions have made public. Hence, based on our suggested tracking specifications in section 3, we analyze each of the three main cookie-less tracking solutions discussed by the industry.

In terms of the instrument of user identification, the three solutions vary. For SWAN, an individual is identified when they first visit a publisher site that has adopted the solution (Asim, 2022; Schiff, 2021d; Thomson & Rescorla, 2021). Upon loading the publisher page, the user is presented with a pop-up asking for consent to show personalized advertising on the current site and other sites that have adopted the solution. As part of the pop-up, the user also has the option to share their email address which can serve as an identifier. Regardless if the user accepts the option to receive personalized advertising with or without sharing their email address, a first-party cookie is placed by the initially visited publisher site within the SWAN network that creates a pseudonymous identifier that is stored on the user’s browser. For UID 2.0, the solution authored by a top demand-side platform (DSP), user identity is established by logging into publisher sites. Publishers store the email address in a first-party cookie placed on the page (Asim, 2022; Thomson & Rescorla, 2021; UnifiedID2, 2022). The email is matched to a UID2.0 through a corresponding token is also created and is used for encryption of the UID2.0 and can be decrypted only by partners that receive a decryption key through agreeing to the Unified ID 2.0’s terms of service. The creation of the pseudonymous UID2 is managed by the UID2.0 service. The third solution under analysis, The LiveRamp RampID, is distinct from the other previous two, in that it is interoperable with other ID solutions, including UID2.0 (Asim, 2022). The RampID uses user email addresses that are matched with email addresses that are shared with publishers in exchange for content (Asim, 2022; LiveRamp, 2022c). Instead of placing a first-party cookie, LiveRamp matches IDs in the ecosystem through its proprietary authenticated traffic solution (ATS) (Asim, 2022; LiveRamp, 2022d). The ability of this solution to further identify users in the ecosystem is also attached to other offline PII (phone number, address history), based on information that advertisers can match with assembled first, second and third-party data.

Regarding cross-context user visibility, we see that access to SSPs and their publisher partners still gives advertisers the opportunity to reach users across sites. The orientation of an ID solution recreates that of the existing SSP to publisher tracking. While partnering with primary SSPs to coordinate the identifier programmatic bidding is transacting on, these solutions are also recreating an identifier to recognize users across SSPs (Asim, 2022). In Section 3.1, we showed how current cookie-based identification of users seems partitioned by individual SSPs. For the analyzed cookie-less tracking solutions, however, we argue that not only are these networks replicated across publisher sites in SSP partnerships, but also the integration of ID solutions by industry leading SSPs could potentially lead to identification of users across SSPs, not only within SSPs. As a result, greater identification of users across publisher sites will be enabled. All three analyzed solutions have been supported and committed adoption from primary SSPs, and The
Trade Desk Unified ID 2.0 has announced partnerships with all four SSPs we analyzed as part of our data crawl (Asim, 2022; Schiff, 2020a; Schiff, 2020b; Schiff, 2020c; Schiff, 2021a; Schiff, 2021d). This delegates a large amount of responsibility to those that will be assigned with governing these solutions, as the view of consumer behavior across the web will be expanded.

**Longitudinal tracking** is clearly enabled by all three cookie-less tracking solutions. The persistence derives from deterministic data serving as the basis for each solution (Asim, 2022; Kaye, 2021b). Each offers users the option to opt out of personalized advertising universally from all participating partners (Asim, 2022; LiveRamp, 2022b; SWAN-community, 2021; UnifiedID2, 2022). An argument can also be made that persistence can last for a greater duration than third-party cookies, which users frequently delete, as the choice to opt out could mean the user losing access to publisher content. While advertisers are able to bid on users that are classified to a persistent identifier, these specific solutions have not yet answered whether they will support the most persistent targeting method, retargeting or remarking - the following of a user after an initial action that classifies them as potentially more likely to carry out a desired action attributed to a digital advertisement.

Interestingly, all three solutions further encourage **circumvention of targeting restrictions by advertising platforms**. Advertisers can persistently identify users based on their first-party data, easily overriding targeting policies by main advertising platforms. We have previously alluded to the responsibility of those in charge of governing the new tracking solutions as they provide for greater persistent identification across the web. But what we highlight here is an under-discussed gap in cookie-less proposals. Advertisers can now enjoy an increased role in persistent identification through not just relying on publisher first-party data but also on the ability of the advertisers themselves to upload data to be encoded for targeting. Within The Trade Desk Unified ID 2.0, for instance, the company mentions ‘First-Party Relationships’ capabilities, where an advertiser is able to upload first-party data to be encoded to the UID2 for activation across publisher sites (UnifiedID2, 2022). Similarly, LiveRamp offers advertisers the opportunity to ‘onboard’ their data where PII can be uploaded in order to be converted into RampIDs and organized by segment so that they can be activated in more than 500 different partner platforms (LiveRamp, 2022a). SWAN does not provide a great deal of information related to these capabilities, but states on its homepage that it is ‘Complementary to CRM data’ (Secure Web Addressability Network (SWAN), 2021). This capability, enabled by all three solutions, was found in other alternatives to create the potential to further obfuscate advertiser targeting practices.

Such capability is concerning based on the work that can be done by advertisers before PII is encoded by identity solutions for targeting. As stated in Section 3.1, advertisers also choose to target users beyond the signals from cookies and purchase third-party data to expand profiling of users beyond what passive surveillance of browser behavior can provide. The emphasis on first-party data in cookie-less solutions has encouraged advertisers to begin leveraging their existing customer base to find other users that resemble the traits of current customers through modeling practices to create ‘look-alike’ segments (LiveRamp, 2020a). Compared to advertisers’ efforts in the current cookie-based ecosystem, and with the level of granularity enabled by targetable information IDs still unclear, advertisers are now investing more in technology that can match first-
party subscriber data to other datasets (Vargas, 2022b). This work is carried out on an ‘identity graph’ that allows advertisers to manage individual-level data and encode the data through an ID method of choice, providing a centralized system to merge online and offline identifiers into a consolidated profile to pair with purchased third-party data and activate selected audiences with multiple partners (LiveRamp, 2020c). An identity graph poses a threat to individual privacy as it allows advertisers to develop rich profiles of existing customers through pairing data purchased from data brokers but also non-customers across the open web (Vargas, 2022b). The Unified ID 2.0 and LiverRamp RampID now enable alarming ID linkage capabilities in this technology (Schiff, 2021b; Schiff, 2021c; Schiff, 2022b; The Trade Desk, 2021c). When an advertiser is able to upload a list of IDs by segment, there is the potential that advertisers are not only uploading explicit lists of existing customer PII but also emails that have been grouped according to specific audience segmentation categories. As these segments are constructed using data purchased from data brokers, there is a chance the construction of segments and profiles could involve sensitive categorical information. These IDs aim to be interoperable across major platforms, and the inability to verify or specify the segmentation practices of PII being converted to transact in major digital advertising platforms creates the opportunity for advertisers to violate targeting practices specific to these platforms (Google, 2022; Meta 2021; Twitter, 2022). There is no mechanism to verify how advertisers have segmented first-party data before importing into these systems, and new ID solutions makes sensitive population segmentation and bidding very attractive for advertisers.

For example, a credit card company might want to target African-American men specifically, but is unable to do so though the restricted targeting categories on certain primary digital advertising platforms. Instead, the credit card company could assemble a list of prospective customers based on data broker acquired data that can tie email address to race. If the credit card company chose to encode their data with the LiveRamp ID, for instance, and activate on any of the 500 partner platform destinations the company claims to partner with, the company just provides a link to certain companies’ targeting restrictions without a thorough review (LiveRamp, 2022a, LiveRamp, 2022b). Previous research has identified instances where advertiser-uploaded lists have violated platform policies when targeting users, using categories such as race, religion, politics, sex life, or health (Wei et al., 2020). We argue that new tracking ID solutions place a significant amount of importance on leveraging first-party data that encourages advertisers to look for ways to link online and offline data through ID solutions, allowing for targeting practices with little to no oversight by primary platforms. This capability encourages advertisers to profile users before even interacting with primary platforms, circumventing existing platform restrictions.

Regarding user data sources used for tracking, we found that similar to cookie-based tracking, the limitation of participants allowed to utilize and transact on these IDs remains unclear. The basic structure of third-parties responsible for identifying individuals remains almost identical. A different party now provides the persistent identifier and advertisers still pass IDs to bid on individuals across sites through demand-side platforms. Providing general terms detailing how participants are expected to adhere to certain principles, promises of outlining a code of conduct, or keeping proprietary governance privileged, it is unclear what other members of the current ecosystem can participate (Asim, 2022; LiveRamp, 2022c; Thomson & Rescorla, 2021; SWAN-
community, 2021; UnifiedID2, 2022). This issue has not been resolved, even though cookie-less tracking solutions claim to provide great individual privacy through limiting the sharing of persistent individual-level information to various parties. We found that parties responsible for governing the solutions are not clear nor are the terms that participants are expected to follow. The SWAN solution will be governed by the SWAN Network itself which has outlined a set of ‘Model Terms’ that details how participants are expected to adhere to information sharing practices (Thomson & Rescorla, 2021; SWAN-community, 2021). The Trade Desk claims that the company plans to turn over control to an ‘Administrator,’ a role that has not yet been filled (Asim, 2022). The Trade Desk documentation further mentions a ‘code of conduct’ that participants must follow, but is not currently available (UnifiedID2, 2022). The role of the administrator was originally supposed to be maintained by the Interactive Advertising Bureau, but the organization has chosen to no longer pursue supporting the solution in this capacity (Katsur, 2022; Mitchell, 2021). Prebid has also declined to serve as the administrator (Shields, 2022). Both SWAN and the Unified ID 2.0 are open source, but LiveRamp ID is a proprietary solution that is managed by the company itself (Asim, 2022; LiveRamp, 2022c). Based on the lack of transparency, it is not clear how these solutions will enforce standards to ensure participants do not violate terms of operation that have not been fully defined or made public.

3.3. Comparing cookie-based and cookie-less tracking mechanisms

Table 3 below summarizes our comparison between current and future Web tracking solutions by the advertising industry. The table shows how consumer surveillance is expected to expand in terms of (1) wider persistent identification patterns, (2) potentially spanning tracking across larger time periods, and (3) incentivizing advertisers to circumvent targeting restrictions and bid on consumers based on sensitive and richer first-party data profiles.

Our findings show how surveillance on the web is in the process of increasing from its current cookie-based organization to one transacting on ID solutions. First, persistent identification has increased as identification is not limited to individual SSP networks. Second, the source of data responsible for determining identity is derived from PII and consent mechanisms, making it difficult for individuals to opt out of an exchange for content that enables tracking. Third, the capability to upload data has encouraged advertisers to find ways to segment audiences before interacting with primary platforms. This has resulted in the purchase of offline data from data brokers that can be paired with existing customer data or used to derive potential customers based on similarity to those current customers or other preferred traits. This practice allows for the selection of traits that can violate the policies of primary platforms that prohibit certain sensitive categories to be used for targeting of users. The violation of platform policy is a result of not having a method to thoroughly verify how individuals are encoding generated segments to ID solutions before activating in platforms.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cookie-based Tracking</th>
<th>Cookie-less Tracking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SSP Cookie IDs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Identification Instrument</td>
<td>Passive placing of third-party ID cookies</td>
<td>First-party cookie based on consent obtained on publisher site &amp; sharing of email</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-site User Visibility</td>
<td>Within all four SSPs, across 77%-90% of sites in a network, but not across SSPs</td>
<td>Across, not only within all four SSP networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal Tracking</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes - with reliance on more deterministic data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circumvention of Targeting Restrictions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes - Alludes to the ability to pair CRM data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Data Sources</td>
<td>No limitations are in place</td>
<td>Limitations on participants and governance mechanisms still unclear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 - Tracking Specifications for marketing purposes via cookies and cookie-less solutions
4 - Discussion

Based on data collection from the four main SSP actors on cookie-based tracking, and analysis of technical documentation from the advertising industry on cookie-less tracking solutions, our study highlights three tracking specifications through which the main cookie-less tracking solutions are expected to increase consumer surveillance on the Web. First, persistent identification of consumers across sites is likely to cross SSP networks, creating potentially greater real-time visibility on consumers. Second, identification mechanisms are expected to rely on PII, making them more persistent and likely to better track users over time. Third, with the pivoting of the industry toward ‘identity graphs’ and first-party data, advertisers are now incentivized to target consumers based on rich first- and third-party data profiles, potentially overriding existing targeting restrictions in case advertisers choose to target consumers based on sensitive and forbidden categories. Hence, consumer tracking on the Web is likely to become dynamically wider, involve richer consumer histories, and rely on a greater variety of data sources.

In contrast to existing criticism on cookie-less tracking solutions, our study shows the structural impact of ad networks on the potential privacy harms by the proposed tracking mechanisms. We systematically contrast future solutions with current, operational, tracking mechanisms based on our developed tracking specifications. We look beyond deficiencies in consent mechanisms (Kaye, 2021a; Thomson & Rescorla, 2021) or lack of a clear governing body (UnifiedID2, 2022) to show how structures and processes of ad networks lead to potentially longer, wider, and richer consumer surveillance, compared to current tracking mechanisms.

Our findings pose serious questions on the ability of the suggested tracking mechanisms to become GDPR compliant. Despite civil society pushback against the current cookie-based tracking ecosystem (Lomas, 2021) and the marketing of new tracking solutions as ‘privacy-friendly’ (The Trade Desk, 2021a; Thomson & Rescorla, 2021), we show how the new mechanisms can practically enable granular tracking and targeting of individuals based on sensitive categories. Moreover, ‘singling out’ individuals might become easier by advertisers, given the historically rich consumer profiles that advertisers are incentivized to build (GDPR’s recital 26). In contrast to existing debates about Universal ID solutions and GDPR compliance, that mostly focus on the lack of data controller and data processor roles in the proposed architecture (Schiff, 2021e; Schiff; 2022a), or the role of cookies in the suggested solutions (Asim, 2021; Asim, 2022), we would like to stress the extent of profiling and targeting that the new solutions allow, and their possible violations of key GDPR principles.

First, the potential richness of personal information involved in the projected profiling tactics may go against or beyond consumers’ reasonable expectations and might infringe applicable data protection principles and rules. When an advertising company, for instance, joins its own first-party data with third-party data sources, as described in Section 3.2, this may result in personal data being used beyond their initial purpose and in ways the individual could not reasonably anticipate. The profiles built by the advertiser might involve an inference of interests or characteristics which individuals had not actively disclosed, undermining the ability of individuals to exercise control over their personal data (EDPS, 2018), or creating an opportunity for advertisers to ‘single out’ individuals from their data (GDPR’s recital 26). Moreover, GDPR’s
transparency requirements might be violated as the role of different parties in this process is probably unclear to the user given the potential circumvention of platforms’ targeting restrictions (see Section 3.2 for an example).

Second, the suggested tracking mechanisms might encourage discrimination and exclusion. Targeting by advertisers can involve criteria that, directly or indirectly, have discriminatory effects relating to an individual’s racial or ethnic origin, health status or sexual orientation, or other protected qualities of the individual concerned. The potential for discrimination in targeting arises from the ability for advertisers to leverage the extensive quantity and variety of personal data given the pivoting of new tracking technologies around deterministic identification. As explained in Section 3.2, the ability of advertisers to link their own segmentation of users with ID solutions enables granular and possibly discriminatory targeting that overrides existing, non-enforceable, targeting restrictions, and thus, violates requirements in GDPR’s Article 9 about processing special categories of personal data.

5 - Conclusion

The privacy implications of ad networks structures and processes lead to a privacy-concerning ad landscape even without third-party cookies. The implementation of cookie-less tracking solutions by the AdTech complex potentially enables greater dynamic visibility on consumers, longer consumer tracking, and the assembling of more sensitive consumer profiles.

Looking ahead, even though there is not a clear primary tracking solution in the group of offerings, and with industry leaders not believing that one solution will be responsible for continued persistent identification alone, the Trade Desk Unified ID 2.0 has emerged as a leading solution. Despite uncertainty about whether the Trade Desk Unified ID 2.0 and other solutions will be compliant with evolving privacy regulation due to the similarities between the proposal and existing tracking methods, support continues to amass for the Trade Desk based on marketing language that emphasizes privacy but also promises to deliver on the same capabilities provided by third-party cookies (Asim, 2021; The Trade Desk, 2021a). The criticism of the Trade Desk UID could be viewed as outweighed by not only industry support from agencies such as IPG, Omnicom, and Publicis Groupe (Bürgi, 2021a; Bürgi, 2021b; The Trade Desk, 2021b; The Trade Desk, 2021c) but also by Google. While Google initially announced in 2021 that it would not support email or alternative third-party identifiers in its ecosystem due to their belief that the solution would not be sustainable in the evolving regulatory environment (Temkin, 2021), the company has reserved course through the introduction of encrypted signals from publishers (ESP) product that allows publishers to share encrypted first-party data and alternative identifiers via Google’s Ad Manager (Schiff, 2022c; Google Ad Manager Help, 2022). With this backing, the Trade Desk now has support from the parties with high interests in maintaining budgets and practices in programmatic advertising.

Given our findings in this study, this is an alarming trend. The implementation of UID 2.0 by the advertising industry might make consumer surveillance even worse. As long as the structure of ad networks will not fundamentally change, consumers’ profiling will persist as a highly valued commodity.
Our study has a few limitations. First, for our evaluation of cookie-based mechanisms, we crawled 50 landing pages of popular websites and not their inner pages, where tracking is known to be more pervasive. Second, we compare cookie values based on identical strings, even though some actors might encrypt or hash their cookie values, making us miss some persistent identification trends. Third, we cannot trace information being shared on the server side and fully capture the amount of detail ad network actors have about the individual user. The three limitations lead us to assume that our findings on cookie-based tracking suggest a lower bound for actual persistent identification patterns. Previous studies support our assumption, acknowledging that advertising actors often match first-party user data with the observed cookie IDs to achieve more granular targeting capacities (Trusov et al., 2016).

Future follow-up research projects could invest in understanding how compliance to privacy initiatives is being shifted to the individual advertiser level, as demonstrated in Section 3.2. Advertising platforms create policies to restrict sensitive categories from targeting, but at the same time still giving advertisers the capability to target users with precision. Those loosely-enforceable mechanisms are part of the privacy problem of ad-networks and a structural change is much needed.
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Appendix #1 – 50 Sites Crawled to Evaluate Cookie-Based Tracking on SSP Networks

https://www.yahoo.com,
https://www.msn.com,
https://www.tumblr.com,
https://www.nytimes.com,
https://www.sohu.com,
https://www.imdb.com,
https://www.ebay.com,
https://www.forbes.com,
https://www.washingtonpost.com,
https://www.dailymail.co.uk,
https://www.tinyurl.com,
https://www.nature.com,
https://www.weather.com,
https://www.usatoday.com,
https://www.cnet.com,
https://www.tribunnews.com,
https://www.aol.com,
https://www.goodreads.com,
https://www.time.com,
https://www.foxnews.com,
https://www.ted.com,
https://www.merdeka.com,
https://www.wired.com,
https://www.independent.co.uk,
https://www.latimes.com,
https://www.huffingtonpost.com,
https://www.kompas.com,
https://www.theverge.com,
https://www.speedtest.net,
https://www.detik.com,
https://www.huffpost.com,
https://www.nicovideo.jp,
https://www.britannica.com,
https://www.buzzfeed.com,
https://www.usnews.com,
https://www.nypost.com,
https://www.merriam-webster.com,
https://www.9gag.com,
https://www.sciencedaily.com,
https://www.apnews.com,
https://www.yourn7.com,
https://www.mirror.co.uk,
https://www.timeanddate.com,
https://www.gsmarena.com,
https://www.politico.com,
https://www.ndtv.com,
https://www.dictionary.com,
https://www.chron.com,
https://www.vnexpress.net,
https://www.thesaurus.com
### Appendix #2 - Persistent Identification Within the Four SSP Networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Pubmatic</th>
<th>OpenX</th>
<th>AppNexus</th>
<th>Rubicon</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.yahoo.com">https://www.yahoo.com</a></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.msn.com">https://www.msn.com</a></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.tumblr.com">https://www.tumblr.com</a></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.nytimes.com">https://www.nytimes.com</a></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.sohu.com">https://www.sohu.com</a></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.imdb.com">https://www.imdb.com</a></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.ebay.com">https://www.ebay.com</a></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.forbes.com">https://www.forbes.com</a></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.washingtonpost.com">https://www.washingtonpost.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.dailymail.co.uk">https://www.dailymail.co.uk</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://tinyurl.com">https://tinyurl.com</a></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.nature.com">https://www.nature.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.weather.com">https://www.weather.com</a></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.usatoday.com">https://www.usatoday.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.cnet.com">https://www.cnet.com</a></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.tribunenews.com">https://www.tribunenews.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.aol.com">https://www.aol.com</a></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.goodreads.com">https://www.goodreads.com</a></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.time.com">https://www.time.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www">https://www</a> February.com</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.led.com">https://www.led.com</a></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.merdeka.com">https://www.merdeka.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.wired.com">https://www.wired.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.independent.co.uk">https://www.independent.co.uk</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.latimes.com">https://www.latimes.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.huffingtonpost.com">https://www.huffingtonpost.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.kompas.com">https://www.kompas.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.thevarga.com">https://www.thevarga.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.speedtest.net">https://www.speedtest.net</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.deil.com">https://www.deil.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.huffpost.com">https://www.huffpost.com</a></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.ricryvideo.jp">https://www.ricryvideo.jp</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.britannica.com">https://www.britannica.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.buzzfeed.com">https://www.buzzfeed.com</a></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.usnews.com">https://www.usnews.com</a></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.nytimes.com">https://www.nytimes.com</a></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.merriam-webster.com">https://www.merriam-webster.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.9gag.com">https://www.9gag.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.science">https://www.science</a> daily.com</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>https:// <a href="http://www.apnews.com">www.apnews.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.youni7.com">https://www.youni7.com</a></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.mirror.co.uk">https://www.mirror.co.uk</a></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.timeanddate.com">https://www.timeanddate.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.gernerene.com">https://www.gernerene.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.politico.com">https://www.politico.com</a></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.ndtv.com">https://www.ndtv.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.dictionary.com">https://www.dictionary.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.shen.com">https://www.shen.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.vnexpress.net">https://www.vnexpress.net</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="https://www.thesaurus.com">https://www.thesaurus.com</a></td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Average Site Persistence Per SSP**

|                | 43.2 | 38.8 | 45.0 | 45.0 |

**Average Site Persistence % Per SSP**

|                | 86.4% | 77.6% | 90.0% | 90.0% |
Appendix #3 - observed sharing of information between Pubmatic and Rubicon

In our data collection on cookie-based tracking in SSP networks we did see that in two unique cookies’ hostnames associated with Pubmatic, Rubicon was named in stateless crawl 1 of 10 (See Table 4 below). We did see other occurrences with different persistent identifiers and similar host name syntax in each of the 10 stateless crawls.

Looking further into Rubicon’s (now known as ‘Magnite’) privacy policy, the company lists Pubmatic as an ‘Advertising Cookies – Third Party Technology Providers’ partner with ‘DMP, Onboarders, Data Providers’ activities associated with this classification.

We are still trying to figure out what this potential cookie syncing between those actors means for consumer tracking.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Persistent Identifier</th>
<th>Host Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KADUSERCOOKIE26F46775-238D-433AB321-8B4D7D2349A9</td>
<td><a href="https://ads.pubmatic.com/AdServer/js/user_sync.html?gdpr=&amp;gdpr_consent=&amp;us_privacy=1&amp;predirect=https%3A%2F%2Fprebid-server.rubiconproject.com%2Fsetuid%3Fbidder%3Dpubmatic%26gdpr%3D0%26gdpr_consent%3D0%26account%3D%7B%7D%7D%26f%3Db%26uid%3Dnull">https://ads.pubmatic.com/AdServer/js/user_sync.html?gdpr=&amp;gdpr_consent=&amp;us_privacy=1&amp;predirect=https%3A%2F%2Fprebid-server.rubiconproject.com%2Fsetuid%3Fbidder%3Dpubmatic%26gdpr%3D0%26gdpr_consent%3D0%26account%3D%7B%7D%7D%26f%3Db%26uid%3Dnull</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><a href="https://ads.pubmatic.com/AdServer/js/user_sync.html?gdpr=0&amp;gdpr_consent=&amp;us_privacy=1NNN&amp;predirect=https%3A%2F%2Fprebid-server.rubiconproject.com%2Fsetuid%3Fbidder%3Dpubmatic%26gdpr%3D0%26gdpr_consent%3D0%26account%3D%7B%7D%7D%26f%3Db%26uid%3Dnull">https://ads.pubmatic.com/AdServer/js/user_sync.html?gdpr=0&amp;gdpr_consent=&amp;us_privacy=1NNN&amp;predirect=https%3A%2F%2Fprebid-server.rubiconproject.com%2Fsetuid%3Fbidder%3Dpubmatic%26gdpr%3D0%26gdpr_consent%3D0%26account%3D%7B%7D%7D%26f%3Db%26uid%3Dnull</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 4: Possible ID cookie sharing between Pubmatic and Rubicon in stateless crawl 1 of 10*